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The Company

Rößler AUSTRIA is a small family-run company based in 

Kufstein. Since 1996, we have been producing high-quality 

hunting rifles that can only be „Made in AUSTRIA“.

For many years now, our TITAN® series has been popular 

and much sought after by hunters all over the world. The TITAN® 

models impress with their accuracy, simple and intuitive 

 handling, their solid workmanship and elegant design. In 

short, they are weapons you can count on, yet which are 

also flexible and have their own personality. This is because 

our hunting rifles can be customized and assembled to 

each shooter‘s exacting requirements. 

We are passionate about creating high-quality hunting rifles, 

of which we have assembled over 30,000 so far. Hence, we 

have made it our mission to unite traditional workmanship 

with the latest technologies. This was already a priority for our 

company founder, Erich Rößler. We foster young talents in the 

promising modular field of metalworking, while at the same 

time  employing traditional gunsmiths: A perfect combination 

of tradition and innovation.

Erich Rößler (2nd from front) 1968, pictured with his colleagues at gunsmith Urschitz in Amstetten, Austria.

YESTERDAY.
TODAY.
TOMORROW.
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Mission Statement

1
PROFESSIONALISM

Building on practical experience 

and  utilizing the latest scientific 

 developments. All major mechanical 

parts of our  weapons are manufactured 

and installed by us in-house. For this 

purpose, we train our own apprentices 

in the fields of metalworking and in the 

traditional profession of gunsmithing. 

Only by doing so can hunting rifles 

of the highest caliber be created – 

for clients who expect only the best, 

which is precisely what we deliver.

2
RELIABILITY

Guns are highly sensitive commodities. 

They need to be able to function 

 reliably in all situations: 100 %, and not 

a single percent less. The same applies 

for our  customer service. By utilizing 

the latest production technology and 

keeping our staff abreast of the latest 

industry  developments through further 

 education courses, we  ensure a high 

degree of  satisfaction – both among 

our ranks and with customers. 

3
ACCURACY

An almost hit is still a miss. This is why 

we ensure that we are always fully on 

 target. The suitability of a weapon for 

a hunt is determined primarily by its 

accuracy. Because we communicate 

with our customers actively on a regular 

basis, we constantly receive new stimuli 

on how to further improve our weapons. 

This enables us to improve the quality 

of our rifles and ensure that our 

customers are always right on target.

ONLY THE 
INTERPLAY
GIVES THE
SUCCESS.

5
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Quality

IT‘S WHAT‘S 
INSIDE THAT 
COUNTS.
WOOD

Our stocks are made of European nut wood of the 

highest quality. Our Italian suppliers are family-run businesses 

with decades of experience in the manufacturing of stocks. 

The wood is carefully selected and left to mature for several 

years. Only when it has reached the optimal moisture level is 

it professionally crafted into a Rößler AUSTRIA stock.

BARREL

We obtain our barrels from established German companies, 

which are known worldwide for the quality and accuracy of 

their products. Our barrels, which are hammered or drawn 

without cutting, are manufactured from special barrel steel. 

The secret of the high quality and unparalleled precision of 

the barrels lies in the combination of the latest technologies, 

traditional knowledge and exact manufacturing processes. 

SYNTHETICS

Our plastic stocks are manufactured by a German plastics 

engineering operation that is certified according to DIN EN 

ISO 9001:2008. The special plastic used is composed of 30% 

fiberglass, which makes our stocks shatterproof and extremely 

rigid. This is of particular importance to our customers, 

because a stiffer stock results in a more precise weapon.

ASSEMBLY

The final assembly of our weapons is performed by 

highly-trained gunsmiths with years of professional 

 experience. We have a robust cross-checking system in 

place for  complete quality  control: Mr. Rößler personally 

performs the final  inspection of each weapon after it is 

assembled and given a first inspection by our craftsmen. 

Our products only leave our premises if Mr. Rößler has 

tested and confirmed the perfect functioning and 

condition of the weapon. 

METAL

We procure our metals (steel and aluminum) exclusively from 

suppliers whom we trust and have long-standing relationships 

with. Our main steel components are made of tempered steel. 

The aluminum used is exclusively high-strength aluminum, 

which is also used in the aerospace industry. All the metal 

 components we produce undergo extensive finishing 

procedures from our experts to ensure that they meet 

our exacting standards.

WORK PHILOSOPHY

Why settle for good when you can have better? We are 

 continually optimizing our work processes, our techniques, 

and our know-how in order to improve our products. We pay 

great attention to detail without losing sight of the big picture. 

We are open to suggestions and constantly challenging 

ourselves to do better. The team discusses working 

methods and processes weekly.
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Character

SHOW
CHARACTER.

8
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Charakter

SUPERIOR SAFETY

All TITAN® products are bolt-action hunting rifl es with classic 

rotary bolting devices. The three, six, or sixteen locking lugs 

of the bolt lock directly into the barrel and thus represent

the most secure locking system in this weapon category. 

The large contact surface through the high number 

of locking lugs ensures optimal safety.

GREAT FLEXIBILIT

steps, you can modify the caliber of your weapon to suit 

the hunting conditions. Hence, all you require is a single 

bolt-action rifl e to be well-equipped for both raised hide 

and drive hunts.

EXTREME SPEED

Better customization equals more success: The fi ring pin is 

cocked using a double tension guide, allowing for quick and 

easy bolt action. The ignition time of 1.6 milliseconds is one of 

the fastest in the world. The comfortable and fast loading and 

 unloading of the weapon via the clip magazine increases 

your speed in any hunting situation, giving you a distinct 

advantage.

CUSTOMIZED VARIANTS

More choice: Individually assemble your TITAN® product 

by selecting from a wide range of options. In addition to 

hundreds of different barrel combinations, you can select 

from different surface fi nishes, triggers, sights and much more. 

If you are unable to fi nd your dream weapon from among 

our standard offerings, Rößler AUSTRIA would also be glad to 

fulfi ll any special requests. For more information and to view 

all variants, please have a look at our Confi gurator 

at www.titan6.com.

HIGHEST PRECISION

Get the most out of your rifl e: The reliability of  TITAN® rifl es 

and their shooting precision bear testament to the excellent 

 quality of their manufacturing process and the materials 

used. By utilizing the latest technology and collaborating 

with partners with a long tradition and expert know-how, 

we manufacture according to the highest quality standards. 

The positive media reporting, customer satisfaction and our 

continued achievements on the international market prove 

the success of our concept each and every day.
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1
STOCK

Choose from eighteen different stocks, 

which come in a range of different 

materials, designs and fi nishes.

2
SAFETY

The sliding safety catch is comfortably 

located at the stock wrist and can be 

operated almost entirely silently.

3
RECEIVER

The receiver is made of high-strength 

anodized aluminum and available 

in black or silver. Left-handed versions 

are available for nearly all models.

1

32 4

7

6

10

TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®
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TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®

Rifl es as they should be: sleek, reliable, and accurate. 

Our classic TITAN 3® and TITAN 6® rifl es have impressed 

hunting  enthusiasts for over a decade with their superior 

technology, perfect handling and timeless design. 

When every second counts: These bolt-action rifl es contribute 

signifi cantly to the success of and suitability for a hunt with 

their intuitive handling in the crucial seconds before a shot. 

No hunt is quite like the other and every hunter has his own 

unique requirements. We offer our TITAN 3® and TITAN 6® rifl es in 

all major calibers, ranging from .222Rem. to .375Ruger in order 

to do justice to the most diverse hunting situations and each 

hunter‘s individual needs.

TITAN® marksmen have not only celebrated numerous 

 successes on hunts, but also sport shooting victories all 

over  Europe. This successes spur us on. Hence, we have also 

added sportive target stocks to our product range.

4
CALIBER

All major calibers from .222Rem. 

to .375Ruger are included in the 

standard range.

6
TRIGGER

Both single set and shotgun 

triggers are available for your rifl e.

7
MAGAZINE

The pressure mechanism of the 

magazine inserts makes it easy to load 

and unload your rifl e. Depending on 

caliber, magazines with 2 to 5 round 

each are available.

5
BARREL

The barrel is made of special barrel 

steel and is available in a burnished 

or stainless steel look. Fluted barrels 

and special twist rates are available 

on request.

8
INTERCHANGEABLE BARREL

The technology with which the barrel is 

fi xed at the receiver allows for the barrel 

to be swapped quickly and easily.

85
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TITAN 3® | TITANA6®

Exclusive E

• walnut

• wood grade C, D and E 

 available

• oiled, shiny fi nish

• hogs back

• Bavarian cheek piece 

 with double rabbet

• schnabel tip made from 

 precious wood

• GRP foundation

• stock length (LOP): 36.5 cm

• real left-handed 

 version available

TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®

Luxury

• walnut, wood grade B

• oiled, matt fi nish

• hogs back

• Bavarian cheek piece

• schnabel tip made from 

 precious wood

• GRP foundation

• stock length (LOP): 36.5 cm

• real left-handed 

 version available

TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®
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TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®

Exclusive C

TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®

Exclusive D

TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®

Standard

• walnut, wood grade A

• oiled, matt fi nish                                                       

• straight rear stock with  

 Monte Carlo cheek piece

• straight fore-end

• GRP foundation

• stock length (LOP): 36.5 cm

TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®
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TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®

Exclusive Thumbhole

TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®

Luxury Thumbhole

• walnut, wood grade C

• oiled, shiny fi nish

• hogs back

• Bavarian cheek piece 

 with double rabbet

• walnut, wood grade B

• oiled, matt fi nish

• hogs back

• Bavarian cheek piece

• schnabel tip made from 

 precious wood

• GRP foundation

• stock length (LOP): 36.5 cm

• schnabel tip made from 

 precious wood

• GRP foundation

• stock length (LOP): 36.5 cm

• real left-handed version available

TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®
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TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®
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TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®

Exclusive Stutzen

• walnut, wood grade C

• oiled, shiny fi nish

• two-piece stock

• hogs back

• Bavarian cheek piece 

 with double rabbet

• schnabel tip made from 

 precious wood

• GRP foundation

• stock length (LOP): 36.5 cm

• only available for barrel 

 length 510 mm

• real left-handed version available

TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®

Luxury Stutzen

• walnut, wood grade B

• oiled, matt fi nish

• two-piece stock

• hogs back

• Bavarian cheek piece

• schnabel tip made 

 from precious wood

• GRP foundation

• stock length (LOP): 36.5 cm

• only available for barrel

  length 510 mm

• real left-handed version 

 available

TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®
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TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®
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TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®

Carbon

• stock 100 % Carbon 

 by Christensen Arms Europe

• vacuum-formed out of one piece

• straight rear stock without 

 cheek piece

• straight fore-end

• aluminium-block foundation

• stock length (LOP): 36.5 cm

• real left-handed version available

TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®

All-Round

• polymer stock, consists 

 to 30 % of fi berglass

• straight rear stock without 

 cheek piece

• straight fore-end

• aluminium-block foundation

• stock length (LOP): 36.5 cm

• real left-handed version available

• soft-touch fi nish available

TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®
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TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®

All-Round - Camo

• polymer stock, consists 

 to 30 % of fi berglass

• Soft Touch coating

• orange or green camo   

 design available

• straight rear stock without 

 cheek piece

• straight fore-end

• aluminium-block foundation

• stock length (LOP):  36.5 cm

• real left-handed version available

TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®

New
Design
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TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®

Target Light

TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®

Hunter

• as wooden stock with   

 Soft Touch coating or as  

 brown laminated wood   

 stock available

• height adjustable 

 cheek piece

• laminated wood

• different colours 

 optional

• height adjustable 

 cheek piece

• length adjustable 

 rear stock

• length adjustable

  rear stock

• angle and height adjustable 

 recoil pad

• GRP foundation

• real left-handed version available

• height adjustable rear 

 stock optional

• GRP foundation 

• real left-handed version available

• other GRS stocks on request

TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®
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New

New

Model

Model

TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®
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TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®

Target

• laminated wood

• different colours optional

• height adjustable cheek piece

• length adjustable rear stock

• height adjustable rear stock optional

• GRP foundation

• real left-handed version available

• other GRS stocks on request

TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®

TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®

Hybrid

• laminated wood

• different colours 

 optional

• height adjustable 

 cheek piece

• length and height adjustable 

 rear stock

• GRP foundation

• other GRS stocks on request
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TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®

New
Model
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CALIBER RANGE TITAN 3®

CALIBER BARREL

Ø in mm
length in mm

15 mm, burnished 19 mm, burnished

510 560 610 650 700 510 560 610 650 700

5,6x50Mag. • • ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

.22-250Rem. • • • ☐ ☐ • • • ☐ ☐

.222Rem. • • ☐ ☐ ☐ • • • ☐ ☐

.223Rem. • • ☐ ☐ ☐ • • • ☐ ☐

6mmNormaBR ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ • • • ☐ ☐

.300Whisper ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

7,62x39 • • • ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

CALIBER RANGE TITAN 6®

6XC ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

.243Win. • • ☐ ☐ ☐ • • • ☐ ☐

.25-06Rem. • • ☐ ☐ ☐ • • • ☐ ☐

6,5x47Lapua ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ • • • ☐ ☐

6,5Creedemoor • • ☐ ☐ ☐ • • • ☐ ☐

6,5x55Se • • ☐ ☐ ☐ • • • ☐ ☐

6,5x57 • • ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

6,5x65RWS • • • ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

6,5x68 • • • • ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

6,5-284Norma • • ☐ ☐ ☐ • • • ☐ ☐

.270Win. • • • ☐ ☐ • • • ☐ ☐

.270WSM • • • ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

7mm-08Rem. • • ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

7x57 • • ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

7x64 • • • ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

7mmRem.Mag. • • • • ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

.300WSM • • • ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

.300Win.Mag. • • • • ☐ • • • • ☐

.308Win. • • • ☐ ☐ • • • ☐ ☐

.30-06Spring • • • ☐ ☐ • • • ☐ ☐

8x57IS • • ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

8x68S • • • ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

8,5x63Reb ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

.338Win.Mag. • • • ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

.358Win. • • • ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

9,3x62 • • ☐ ☐ ☐ • • • ☐ ☐

.375Ruger / / / / / • • • • ☐

• standard range ☐ optional / not available

At extra charge, each of the barrel combinations listed is also available in the version „stainless“, 

in the dimensions 17, 22 and 25 mm as well as interchangeable barrel.

24

TITAN 3® | TITAN 6® - Caliber Range
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INTERCHANGEABLE BARREL TITAN 3®

CALIBER BOLT LOCKING MECHANISM GROUP MAGAZINE GROUP

.222Rem 6mmNormaBR 7,62x39 Standard Medium Magnum

5,6x50Mag. • T3

.222Rem. • T3

.223Rem. • T3

.300Whisper • T3

.22-250Rem. • .22-250Rem.

6mmNormaBR • 6mmNormaBR

7,62x39 • 7,62x39

INTERCHANGEABLE BARREL TITAN 6®

6XC • 6XC

6,5x7Lapua • 6,5x47Lapua

6,5Creedmoor • Creedmoor

6,5x55Se • Short

6,5x57 • Short

7mm-08Rem. • Short

7x57 • Short

6,5x65RWS • 6,5x65RWS

.358Win. • .358Win.

.25-06Rem. • Standard

.270Win. • Standard

7x64 • Standard

.30-06Spring • Standard

6,5-284Norma • 6,5-284Norma

243Win. • 308

.308Win. • 308

8x57IS • 8x57IS

8,5x63Reb • .338Win.Mag.

9,3x62 • 9,3x62

8x68S • 8x68S

6,5x68 • Magnum

7mmRem.Mag. • Magnum

.375Ruger • Magnum

.300Win.Mag. • Magnum

.270WSM • WSM

.300WSM • WSM

.338Win.Mag. • .338Win.Mag.

VARIABLE INTERCHANGEABLE BARREL SYSTEM

When purchasing an interchangeable barrel for the TITAN 3® or 

TITAN 6®, make sure that the caliber matches the bolt. 

If the desired caliber belongs to a different bolt locking 

mechanism group than the current caliber, remember to order 

a matching bolt. As the stock and receiver of the TITAN 3® 

and TITAN 6® rifles have an identical construction, switching 

from a TITAN 3® caliber to a TITAN 6® caliber, and vice versa, 

is no problem at all.

TITAN 3® | TITAN 6® - Interchangeable Barrel
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TECHNICAL DATA TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®

BARREL
Special rifle-barrel steel; barrel length: mini- and standard-caliber 560 mm, 

medium- and magnum-caliber 610mm.

INTERCHANGEABLE BARREL This rifle has an interchangeable barrel system.

CALIBERS

TITAN 3®: 5,6x50Mag. | .22-250Rem. | .222Rem. | .223Rem. | 6mmNormaBR | .300Whisper | 7,62x39

TITAN 6®: 6XC | .243Win. | .25-06Rem. | 6,5x47Lapua | 6,5Creedmoor | 6,5x55Se | 6,5x57 | 6,5x65RWS  | 6,5x68 

| 6,5-284Norma | .270Win. | .270WSM | 7mm-08Rem. | 7x57 | 7x64 | 7mmRem.Mag. | .300WSM | .300Win.Mag. 

| .308Win. | .30-06Spring | 8x57IS | 8x68S | 8,5x63Reb | .338Win.Mag. | .358Win. | 9,3x62 | .375Ruger

STOCK
Depending on the model available in walnut, polymer, laminated wood or carbon; 

recoil absorbing rubber butt plate, checkering on the pistol grip and fore-end, sling swivel.

BOLT

TITAN 3®: Symmetrically arranged 3-lug bolt; locked directly in the barrel with only 60° bolt lift; short strike distance 

for an extremely short lock time of only 1.6 milliseconds; double tension guide for comfortable repeating.

TITAN 6®: Symmetrically arranged 6-lug bolt; locked directly in the barrel with only 60° bolt lift; short strike distance 

for an extremely short lock time of only 1.6 milliseconds; double tension guide for comfortable repeating. 

TRIGGER
Shotgung trigger or single set trigger: short, dry trigger; adjustable trigger travel and trigger weight; 

direct acting trigger travel distance, set to 0.3 – 0.5 mm trigger path.

SAFETY 
Ergonomically shaped 3-position safety catch (shotgun trigger) or 2-position safety catch (single set trigger) 

on the grip; triple action with tab and bolt knob on the trigger, sear and bolt.

MAGAZINE
Removable stack magazine for 2 round with medium- and magnum- calibers and 3 round with mini- and stan-

dard-calibers; extended magazine +2 round at extra charge (not available for mini-calibers).

SIGHTS Side-adjustable rear sight; height adjustable front sight (at extra charge).

TELESCOPIC SIGHT 
ASSEMBLY

Assembly with tapped holes 6-48 UNS prepared on receiver; 

assembly parts are special accessories (at extra charge).

WEIGHT
TITAN 3®: approx. 2.9 kg

TITAN 6®: approx. 2.9 kg

26

TITAN 3® | TITAN 6® - Technical Data
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TITAN 3® | TITAN 6®

27

TITAN 3® | TITAN 6® - Technical Data
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1
STOCK

Choose from nine different stocks, 

which come in a range of different 

materials, designs and fi nishes.

2
SAFETY

The sliding safety catch is comfortably 

located at the stock wrist and can be 

operated almost entirely silently.

3
RECEIVER

The receiver is made of matt 

burnished steel, making it particularly 

resistant to the elements.

1

32 4

7

6

28

TITAN 16®
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The TITAN 16® is a straight-pull bolt-action rifl e that combines 

classic elements of the TITAN 3® and TITAN 6® with the  highest 

safety standards of a straight-pull mechanism. This mechanism 

was developed specially for hunting situations that  require 

a combination of maximum speed and the highest precision. 

This makes it possible to continuously keep game in the 

sights while reloading at the same time. The combination of 

a  straight-pull mechanism with the special Rößler AUSTRIA 

rotary bolting mechanism guarantees the shooter the best 

possible conditions for a successful hunt.

The reloading action is highly ergonomic, made for especially 

easy handling. The semi-gloss look of the barrel and the 

receiver imparts outstanding elegance and emphasizes 

its premium quality, while the carbonitrided and oxidized 

barrel-surface provides long-term resistance from rust.

As with all TITAN® products from Rößler AUSTRIA, the TITAN 16® 

can be individually confi gured to meet your personal 

requirements from an extensive range of calibers.

4
CALIBER

All major calibers from .243Win. 

to .375Ruger are included in 

the standard range.

6
TRIGGER

The TITAN 16® is equipped 

with a shotgun trigger.

7
MAGAZINE

The pressure mechanism of the 

magazine inserts makes it easy to load 

and unload your rifl e. Depending on 

caliber, magazines with 2 to 5 round 

each are available.

5
BARREL

The barrel is made of special barrel 

steel and receives a carbonitrided 

and oxidized fi nish.

8
INTERCHANGEABLE BARREL

The technology with which the barrel is 

fi xed at the receiver allows for the barrel 

to be swapped quickly and easily.

85

TITAN 16®
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TITAN 16® 

Exclusive

• walnut, wood grade C

• oiled, shiny fi nish

• hogs back

• Bavarian cheek piece 

 with double rabbet

• schnabel tip made from 

 precious wood

• GRP foundation

• stock length (LOP): 36.5 cm

• walnut, wood grade C

• oiled, shiny fi nish

• hogs back

• schnabel tip made from 

 precious wood

walnut, wood grade C

TITAN 16®

Luxury

• walnut, wood grade B

• oiled, matt fi nish

• hogs back

• Bavarian cheek piece

• schnabel tip made from 

 precious wood

• GRP foundation

• stock length (LOP): 36.5 cm

TITAN 16®
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TITAN 16® 

Standard

• walnut, wood grade A

• oiled, matt fi nish                                                       

• straight rear stock with  

 Monte Carlo cheek piece

• straight fore-end

• GRP foundation

• stock length (LOP): 36.5 cm

TITAN 16®
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TITAN 16®

Exclusive Thumbhole

TITAN 16®

Luxury Thumbhole

• walnut, wood grade C

• oiled, shiny fi nish

• hogs back

• Bavarian cheek piece 

 with double rabbet

• walnut, wood grade B

• oiled, matt fi nish

• hogs back

• Bavarian cheek piece

• schnabel tip made from 

 precious wood

• GRP foundation

• stock length (LOP): 36.5 cm

• schnabel tip made from 

 precious wood

• GRP foundation

• stock length (LOP): 36.5 cm

TITAN 16®
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TITAN 16®
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TITAN 16®

All-Round

• polymer stock, consists 

 to 30 % of fi berglass

• straight rear stock without 

 cheek piece

• straight fore-end

• aluminium-block foundation

• stock length (LOP): 36.5 cm

• soft-touch fi nish available

• polymer stock, consists • straight fore-end

TITAN 16®

All-Round – Camo

• polymer stock, consists   

 to 30 % of fi berglass

• Soft Touch coating 

• orange or green 

 camo design available

• straight rear stock without 

 cheek piece

• straight fore-end

• aluminium-block foundation

• stock length (LOP):  36.5 cm

TITAN 16®
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TITAN 16®

New
Design
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CALIBER RANGE TITAN 16®

CALIBERS BARREL

Ø in mm
length in mm

15 mm, carbonitrided 19 mm, carbonitrided

510 560 610 650 700 510 560 610 650 700

.243Win. • • ☐ ☐ ☐ • • • ☐ ☐

.25-06Rem. • • ☐ ☐ ☐ • • • ☐ ☐

6,5x47Lapua ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ • • • ☐ ☐

6,5x55Se • • ☐ ☐ ☐ • • • ☐ ☐

6,5x57 • • ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

6,5x68 ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

6,5-284Norma • • ☐ ☐ ☐ • • • ☐ ☐

.270Win. • • • ☐ ☐ • • • ☐ ☐

.270WSM • • • ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

7mm-08Rem. • • ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

7x57 • • ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

7x64 • • • ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

7mmRem.Mag. • • • • ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

.300WSM • • • ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

.300Win.Mag. • • • • ☐ • • • • ☐

.308Win. • • • ☐ ☐ • • • ☐ ☐

.30-06Spring • • • ☐ ☐ • • • ☐ ☐

8,5x63Reb ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

.338Win.Mag. • • • ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

.358Win. • • • ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

9,3x62 • • ☐ ☐ ☐ • • • ☐ ☐

.375Ruger / / / / / • • • • ☐

• standard range ☐ optional / not available

At extra charge, each of the barrel combinations listed is also available 

in the dimensions 17 and 22 mm as well as interchangeable barrel.
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MAGAZINE GROUP TITAN 16®

CALIBER MAGAZINE GROUP

.243Win. Short

6,5x55Se Short

6,5x57 Short

6,5x65RWS Short

7mm-08Rem. Short

7x57 Short

.308Win. Short

.358Win. Short

8x57IS Short

.25-06Rem. Standard

.270Win. Standard

7x64 Standard

.30-06Spring Standard

6,5x47Lapua 6,5x47Lapua

6,5-284Norma 6,5-284Norma

9,3x62 9,3x62

8,5x63Reb .338Win.Mag.

8x68S 8x68S

6,5x68 Magnum

7mmRem.Mag. Magnum

.300Win.Mag. Magnum

.375Ruger Magnum

.270WSM WSM

.300WSM WSM

.338Win.Mag. .338Win.Mag.

VARIABLE INTERCHANGEABLE BARREL SYSTEM

In the TITAN 16®, the barrel and bolt always form 

a single unit. When you purchase an interchangeable 

barrel for the TITAN 16®, the corresponding bolt 

will also be provided. Please check the magazine group 

tables to see whether the magazine will need to be 

substituted.

TITAN 16® - Magazine Group
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TECHNICAL DATA TITAN 16®

BARREL Special rifle-barrel steel; barrel length: standard-caliber 560 mm, medium- and magnum-caliber 610 mm

INTERCHANGEABLE BARREL This rifle has an interchangeable barrel system.

CALIBERS
.243Win. | .25-06Rem. | 6,5x47Lapua | 6,5x55Se | 6,5x57 | 6,5x68 | 6,5-284Norma | .270Win. | .270WSM | 

7mm-08Rem. | 7x57 | 7x64 | 7mmRem.Mag. | .300WSM | .300Win.Mag. | .308Win. | .30-06Spring | 8,5x63Reb | 

.338Win.Mag. | .358Win. | 9,3x62 | .375Ruger

STOCK
Depending on the model available in walnut or polymer; recoil absorbing rubber butt plate, 

checkering on the pistol grip and fore-end, sling swivel.

BOLT
Symmetrically arranged 16-lug bolt; locks directly in the barrel. short strike distance 

for an extremely short lock time of only 1.6 milliseconds; double tension guide for comfortable repeating.

TRIGGER
Shotgun trigger: short, dry trigger; adjustable trigger travel and trigger weight; 

direct acting trigger travel distance, set to 0.3 – 0.5 mm trigger path.

SAFETY 2-position safety catch on the grip; triple action with tab and bolt knob on the trigger, sear and bolt.

MAGAZINE
Removable stack magazine for 2 round with medium- and magnum- calibers and 3 round 

with standard-calibers; extended magazine +2 round at extra charge.

SIGHTS Side-adjustable rear sight; height adjustable front sight (at extra charge).

TELESCOPIC SIGHT 
ASSEMBLY

Assembly with tapped holes 6-48 UNS prepared on receiver; 

assembly parts are special accessories (at extra charge).

WEIGHT approx. 3,1 kg
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TITAN 16®
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TITANalpha®

Burnished & Stainless

• polymer stock, consiststo 

 30 % of fi berglass

• straight rear stock without 

 cheek piece

• straight fore-end

• aluminium-block foundation

• stock length (LOP): 36.5 cm

• real left-handed version available

40
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Sometimes, less is more. Like the TITAN 3® and TITAN 6®, the 

TITANalpha® is characterized by professional  workmanship, 

reliable technology and accuracy that can only be 

„Made in AUSTRIA“. 

 

Because we have left out a few options for the 

TITANalpha®  – for example, the calibers are fi xed and 

there are less stocks to choose from – we can offer this rifl e 

at an unbeatable price-performance ratio. 

 

The TITANalpha® is our entry-level model and the optimal 

choice for all hunters and marksmen who are looking 

for the best quality at an excellent price. 

TITANalpha®
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TECHNICAL DATA TITANalpha®

BARREL
Special rifle-barrel steel; barrel length: short- and standard-caliber 560 mm, medium-caliber 610 mm; 

this firearm is designed for interchangeable barrels.

CALIBERS .25-06Rem. | 6,5x55Se | .270Win. | 7x64 | .308Win. | .30-06Spring. | 8x47IS | 7mmRem.Mag

STOCK Polymer; recoil absorbing rubber butt plate, checkering on the pistol grip and fore-end, sling swivel.

BOLT
Symmetrically arranged 3-lug bolt; locked directly in the barrel with only 60° bolt lift; short strike distance 

for an extremely short lock time of only 1.6 milliseconds; double tension guide for comfortable repeating.

TRIGGER
Fine trigger or set trigger: short, dry trigger; adjustable trigger travel and trigger weight; 

direct acting trigger travel distance, set to 0.3 – 0.5 mm trigger path.

SAFETY
Ergonomically shaped 3-position safety catch (shotgun trigger) or 2-position safety catch 

(single set trigger) on the grip; triple action with tab and bolt knob on the trigger, sear and bolt.

MAGAZINE
Removable stack magazine for 2 round with medium-calibers and 3 round with short 

and standard-calibers; extended magazine +2 round at extra charge.

TELESCOPIC SIGHT 
ASSEMBLY

Assembly with tapped holes 6-48 UNS prepared on receiver; 

assembly parts are special accessories (at extra charge).

WEIGHT approx. 2,9 kg

CALIBER RANGE TITANalpha®

CALIBER BARREL

Ø in mm
length in mm

15 mm, burnished | stainless

560 610

.25-06Rem. • /

6,5x55Se • /

.270Win. • /

7x64 • /

.308Win • /

.30-06Spring. • /

8x57IS • /

7mmRem.Mag. / •

• Standardsortiment / nicht möglich

Each of the barrel combinations listed is also available as interchangeable barrel.
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Titanalpha®
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Original Accessories

BECAUSE 
EVERY DETAIL 
COUNTS.

MONOGRAM PLATE

Your TITAN® can be personalized with a monogram plate. Upon request, 

we can  engrave your initials on the plate. You can also order a blank 

plate for your own personalization.

MUZZLE BREAK

The TITAN® muzzle brake is designed according to the latest state of the art for 

hunting and made of high-quality steel. Its carbonitrided, black oxidized fi nish 

provides long-term protection from the elements. Recoil has been reduced by up 

to 50 percent, and noise and dust emissions are almost entirely defl ected away 

from the shooter by the arrangement of the radial bores.

MAGAZINE

Loading and unloading the weapon is quick and simple thanks to the magazine 

insert. Depending on the selected caliber, the standard magazine contains either 

2 or 3 round. The optionally available drive hunt magazine increases the load 

capacity by +2 round.

STOCK CARE

Our stock caring oil is a composition of special cleaning and care components 

containing natural orange oil. It creates a well-maintained, fresh surface with 

an  enhanced  structure. It makes scratches and scars invisible and removes 

water marks and keeps all treated surfaces elastic. Use this oil regularly to 

care for your stock.

Find further accessories on our website!
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Original Accessories

RÖSSLER AUSTRIA RIFLE CASE

The Rößler AUSTRIA rifl e case is made from shock-resistant 

polypropylene. On one side of the rifl e case there is a 

two-colour print of the Rößler AUSTRIA logo. It comes into 

its own on the simple black design of the case. The foam inlay 

is perfectly fi tted in the case and gives the best protection

 for your TITAN. The case is closed by four latches and the 

additional possibility of mounting a padlock means 

a maximum of security.

MOUNTING BASES

Upon request, your TITAN product is factory provided with 

already-assembled two-piece Picatinny mounting bases 

or a standard Picatinny rail out of anodized aluminium or 

burnished steel. For sports shooting there is also the option 

of a Picatinny rail 20MOA made from steel.

BIPODS

The „ultra-light“ bipod can rapidly be mounted and 

dismounted from our rifl es. It is simply clipped onto the 

sling swivel screw, and the legs are extended via springs. 

Its height is adjustable at 1-inch increments.

SIGHTS

The elegant TITAN® sights are available in 4 different versions. 

Made of metal with a high-quality fi nish, they perfectly 

complement your weapon‘s profi le.

INTERCHANGEABLE BARRELS

All TITAN® bolt-action rifl es have an easy and rapid barrel 

changing system. This is a big plus for hunters who want to 

use the same weapon both for raised hide as well as drive 

hunts. Our interchangeable barrels are available in all 

calibers of our product line.

BREECHBLOCK

The TITAN 3® and TITAN 6® can be optically enhanced 

with a fl uted bolt. The advantages of the helical run of the 

fl uting are particularly evident during reloading.  In addition, 

due to less friction from a reduced surface area, reloading 

takes place more gently. Are you more of a sport shooter 

than a hunter? Maybe the tactical bolt handle is an 

interesting option for you then!

RIFLE SLING

Through the wide and soft Neoprene component, the Rößler 

AUSTRIA rifl e sling provides great comfort with controlled 

stretch and ultimate shock absorption. The non-slip grip 

backing on reverse secures the sling on the shoulder. 

The used materials guarantee a silent handling of the gun 

and give great stability. The integrated, stageless lengthwise 

adjustment offers the perfect length for everybody!

New
accessories
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Merchandise

#TEAM
ROESSLER

MERCHANDISE

Be part of #teamroessler!

The brand new Rößler AUSTRIA 

merchandise arrived. We’ve got 

something for everyone: from the 

classic baseball cap to the T-shirt 

made of functional material and the 

warm sweatershirt with zipper. For the 

ladies are woman models available. 
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Confi gurator

ONLINE RIFLE 
CONFIGURATOR

Stock Trigger Magazine

at www.titan6.com
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Confi gurator

ONLINE RIFLE 
CONFIGURATOR

Create the perfect rifl e with just a few clicks: Our versatile 

 modular system allows you to create your dream rifl e from 

 thousands of possible combinations. Select from options 

ranging from a custom caliber to special accessories. 

To make your  decision a little easier, we have developed 

our interactive  Confi gurator, which easily lets you assemble 

your custom weapon with just a few clicks of the mouse.

Receiver Barrel Sights

• right-/left-handed versions

• different stocks

• all calibers, barrel dimensions and lengths

• barrel options

• different triggers

• extra magazines

• many other accessories
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Contact

AT HOME ALL 
OVER THE 
WORLD.

RÖSSLER WAFFEN GMBH 

PRODUCTION-/ POSTAL ADDRESS:

Prof. Schlosser-Str. 31

6330 Kufstein

AUSTRIA

T: +43 5372 90810

F: +43 5372 90811

E: office@titan6.com

W: www.titan6.com

 facebook.com/roessler.austria

 @roessler.austria / #teamroessler
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Contact

Rößler AUSTRIA has been internationally active for over 

20 years and has garnered a reputation as a custom 

 manufacturer for high-quality, competitive hunting rifles 

that can only be „Made in AUSTRIA“. The TITAN® brand is 

now represented on all five continents and impresses hunters 

and marksmen with its precision, simple and intuitive 

handling, solid workmanship, and elegant design.

Our distribution partners are located in almost all European 

countries from Iceland to Portugal, but also overseas in Texas, 

Kyrgyzstan, Namibia, Australia and Uruguay.

If you would like speak to a representative near you, 

please visit us at www.titan6.com/en/vertrieb. Simply 

select your continent and country, and you will immediately 

be shown all the relevant contact information of the 

representative for your location.



www.titan6.com Subject to technical modifications. Country-specific deviations possible.


